
The Honorable Joy Flowers Conti, the Honorable Maureen 
P. Kelly and the Honorable Jeffery A. Deller of the United States 
District Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania share 
many admirable qualities. In the course of performing their 
duties, they have each established themselves as exceptional legal 
professionals and sharp purveyors of the rule of law. In keeping 
with the court’s mission statement, all three demonstrate a 
flawless and expert dedication to protecting individual rights 
and liberties, to promoting public trust and confidence in the 
judicial system, and to maintaining judicial independence. 
And, not insignificantly, all three are proud alumni of the 
Duquesne School of Law. The professional accomplishments and 
commitment to integrity shared by this distinguished triumvirate 
serve as a source of encouragement and pride for all students of 
the Law School—past, present and future.

The Honorable Joy Flowers Conti, L’73, is the Chief Judge 
for the United States District Court for the Western District of 
Pennsylvania. She joined the court in 2002 after being nominated 
by President George W. Bush and was elevated to the position of 
chief judge in 2013.

Judge Conti graduated from Duquesne University with a 
Bachelor of Arts in 1970 and entered the Law School shortly 
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thereafter. Being a law student left a sharp and concise 
impression on her. “I would summarize my time at DU Law in 
three words: challenging, enlightening, rewarding.” 

The late ’60s and early ’70s were times of great change, 
and that change came hard. The people leading the way, such 
as law student Joy Flowers, had to struggle for every inch of 
progress. “There were very few women in the program—only 
six out of 140—and we were generally not looked on as being 
able to succeed. Men didn’t even want us in study groups, so 
we formed our own. We met every Friday and studied all night 
from 7 p.m. until 7 a.m. Contrary to the expectations, we were 
all successful.” 

Already held to a superior standard by virtue of being law 
students, the women in law school at that time were performing 
under added pressure. Their every move was carefully 
monitored and dissected. Despite this reality, Joy Flowers did 
not shy away from opportunities—she embraced them. “I was 
the first woman editor of the Law Review, which meant more 
scrutiny.” As in all her endeavors, she met that scrutiny with 
excellence, earning her J.D. degree summa cum laude in 1973. 

After graduation she continued to wholeheartedly pursue 
her career in law despite lingering sexist stereotypes. Her first 
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step was serving as a law clerk to Pennsylvania Supreme Court 
Justice Louis L. Manderino, former dean of the Law School. 
Then, in 1974, she became the first woman lawyer to be hired by 
Kirkpatrick, Lockhart, Johnson & Hutchinson, now known as 
K&L Gates LLP, one of the largest law firms in the world. “Each 
situation brought its own set of difficulties, but my education 
at Duquesne prepared me very well to compete with anyone, 
anywhere.”

In 1976, she accepted a position as a member of the faculty 
at the Law School. “Dean Ron Davenport was an outstanding 
leader who had a significant impact on my career. He encouraged 
me to come back to Duquesne as a professor, so he was both a 
teacher and valued colleague. I still admire him and draw upon 
his teachings today.” In 1982, she returned to private practice 
with K&L Gates, and joined Buchanan Ingersoll Professional 
Corporation as a shareholder in 1996. 

Throughout her career she has continued to draw upon her 
years at Duquesne—and to draw from the people who shared 
their experience and insight along the way. “Bob Broughton, a 
professor of property law, was a particularly strong influence on 
me, then and now.” 

Robert P. Broughton was a leader of the environmental law 
movement, devoting much of his life to environmental causes. He 
was one of the founding members of the West Virginia Highlands 
Conservancy, and he wrote that organization’s bylaws. Among 
his many accomplishments, Broughton was the first chairman of 
the Allegheny County Air Pollution Variance Board and served as 
chairman of the Pennsylvania Environmental Hearing Board. He 
left an indelible mark as a creative spirit and an exceptional law 
professor, especially on Judge Conti.

“Possessing a calm personality, Bob always helped even out 
conflicts among faculty. And he was ahead of his time, walking 
around with a backpack slung over his shoulder and being 
casually dressed at a time when ties and briefcases were standard. 
The students loved him.” An avid mountain climber, Broughton 
died in 1977 while climbing Nanga Parbat, a mountain in 
Pakistan. As Judge Conti is proud to affirm, his spirit and energy 
continue to thrive in the lives and careers of his students and 
colleagues.

As is typical among alumni of the Law School, Judge Conti is 
keen to provide encouragement and insight for current and future 
law students. “Always strive for excellence. Go that extra step, don’t 
ever be satisfied with anything less than the best argument,” she 
offers. “And always remember your reputation goes before you. 
Do your best ethically. Nothing substitutes for a good reputation 
in law.”

The Honorable Maureen P. Kelly, L’87, Chief Magistrate 
Judge of the United States District Court for the Western District 
of Pennsylvania, graduated from the University of Notre Dame 
before attending the School of Law. She began her career as a 
civil trial lawyer with Thorp, Reed & Armstrong and joined 
Babst, Calland, Clements & Zomnir as a shareholder in 1999. Her 
excellence as a trial lawyer led to her induction into the Academy 
of Trial Lawyers in 1996, American College of Trial Lawyers in 
2007 and the Litigation Council of America in 2008. 

Judge Kelly’s commitment to excellence has resulted in 
the federal and state courts appointing her to serve in multiple 
leadership roles. She was appointed by the Pennsylvania Supreme 
Court to serve as Chair of the Interest on Lawyers Trust Account 
Board for five years. She has also served as an appointed member 
of the Lawyers Advisory Committee to the United States Court 
of Appeals for the Third Circuit as well as Chair of the Merit 
Selection Panel for the Selection and Appointment of Magistrate 
Judge for the United States District Court for the Western District 
of Pennsylvania. 

A strong advocate for ensuring the civil legal rights of 
the financially needy, Judge Kelly served as co-chair of the 
Pennsylvania Bar Association Task Force on Student Loan 
Forgiveness and as an appointed member on the Task Force on the 
Delivery of Legal Services to the Poor. She has served as president 
of the Neighborhood Legal Services Association and chaired the 
annual Equal Justice Under Law Campaign. Championing equality 
within the legal system has been another hallmark of her career, to 
which end she is currently co-chair of the Allegheny County Bar 
Association Gender Equality Institute Committee. 

Kelly’s accomplishments have not gone unnoticed by her 
alma mater. She was named Woman of the Year in May 2004 by 
the Women’s Law Association of Duquesne University School of 
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Law and was given the 1999 Duquesne Law Alumni Association’s 
Outstanding Alumni Achievement Award for her achievements in 
the legal profession and service to the community. This is just a 
small sampling of her official accolades, as her portfolio includes 
a wide array of honors and awards recognizing her professional 
achievements.

Her career is symbolic of the success available to those 
who are deeply committed to the finest ideals of the legal 
profession—and who have dedicated themselves wholly to that 
pursuit. As she recently explained to the Pittsburgh Business 
Times, “After working for almost 25 years as a civil trial lawyer at 
two large Pittsburgh law firms, I was appointed in June of 2011 
to serve as a United States Magistrate Judge for the United States 
District Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania. From 
a professional standpoint, I had always worked hard to earn a 
reputation as a respected member of the trial bar and the legal 
community. It was a tremendous honor and responsibility to be 
appointed to the court.”

As with her fellow Duquesne alumni serving on the bench, 
Judge Kelly places great importance on giving to the community 
and in giving back to the law students and legal professionals 
following in her esteemed footsteps. “It is imperative that young 
professionals commit themselves to professional excellence and 
demonstrate a true dedication to their chosen field. In addition, 
I also believe that part of being a professional is involvement in 
the community. I encourage young people to think about what 
issues are important to them and seek out opportunities in the 
community to have an impact and help address those issues.”

The Honorable Jeffery A. Deller, L’96, is the chief 
bankruptcy judge for the United States bankruptcy court, 
Western District of Pennsylvania. At the time of his appointment 
in 2005, Judge Deller was one of the youngest sitting federal 
judges in the country. He graduated from the University of 
Pittsburgh with a B.A. in Economics and Political Science before 
earning his J.D., cum laude, from Duquesne. 

For Judge Deller, being a student at the Law School was 
a new and exciting experience. “I came from a working class 
family in Pittsburgh. My father was a roofer and my mother was 
a cashier at a store. I was the first in my family to go to a college 

of any sort, so law school was particularly foreign to me. But 
Duquesne felt like home. The administration and faculty truly 
made the situation comfortable.” 

He had to work during the day to help pay his way through 
evening school. “Law school was all work and no play. Before  
I started classes, I began working in the clerk’s office at the U.S. 
Bankruptcy Court, which helped pay for some of my tuition and 
introduced me to the legal system. I would simply work all day, 
go to class at night, and study over the weekends. Such was my 
routine for four years.”

The financial realities and time constraints were not the only 
difficulties to manage. “Being a student at Duquesne was a huge 
challenge. The Socratic method of teaching was in vogue at the 
time. It challenged me and forced me to always be prepared, which 
has made me a better lawyer.”

Prior to becoming a judge, Deller was a shareholder with 
Klett Rooney Lieber & Schorling, P.C. He has also worked as an 
Adjunct Professor of Law at the University of Pittsburgh School of 
Law as well as at Duquesne. Among his many official accolades, he 
received the Young Lawyer of the Year Award from the Allegheny 
County Bar Association and the Outstanding Achievement 
Award from the Duquesne University Law Alumni Association. 
Considered one of the country’s leading experts on bankruptcy 
and the law, Judge Deller is the editor-in-chief of the American 
Bankruptcy Law Journal.

He credits his education with providing a solid foundation for 
his career. “The Law School’s emphasis on legal ethics and advocacy 
helped in some tough cases. In the area of advocacy, I learned to 
make my record before the Court in a respectful way. Avoiding ad 
hominem, I concentrated on just the facts and the law only.” 

Decorum and presentation are also key to his success, traits 
that he absorbed during his years as a law student. “Professor 
Robert Byer once told me that it is the lawyer’s job to make his 
or her case, and if necessary explain to the court why perhaps 
the court’s view is wrong (if it truly is). In one of my first cases, 
I appeared at a hearing before the state trial judge. The judge 
inquired as to where the named partner of my firm was that 
day. When I responded that I did not know where he was, and 
that I was the lawyer handling the case, the judge quipped, ‘Well, 
if your firm sent such a young lawyer, that tells me that your 
claim is not worth very much.’ I was flabbergasted. But instead 
of being indignant with the judge, I simply advised the court in 
a calm fashion that if the court would give me a chance, I would 
demonstrate the merits of my client’s claim—which I did. The 
lesson here is that a lawyer has a duty to advocate and yet be civil, 
which is a balance I was taught at Duquesne Law School.” 

Judge Deller carries that gratitude toward his alma mater 
close to his heart, and he gladly shares his experience and 
wisdom with current law students and fledgling lawyers. “Take 
real ownership of your legal education. One thing I learned at 
Duquesne is that practicing law is not a ‘job;’ it’s a career that 
lasts a lifetime—a lifetime of tremendous responsibility, but also 
a lifetime of rewards. If you work hard, treat others fairly and do 
your homework, your career will flourish.” Judge Deller’s career is 
a fine testament to that statement. 
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